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Spin-polarized electronic structures and transport properties of Fe-Co alloys
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The electrical resistivities of Fe-Co alloys owing to random alloy disorder are calculated using
the Kubo-Greenwood formula. The obtained electrical resistivities agree well with experimental
data quantitatively at low temperature. The spin-polarization of Fe50Co50 estimated from the
conductivity (86%) has opposite sign to that from the densities of the states at the Fermi level
(-73%). It is found that the conductivity is governed mainly by s-electrons, and the s-electrons in
the minority spin states are less conductive due to strong scattering by the large densities of the
states of d-electrons than the majority spin electrons.

PACS numbers: 72.25.Ba

Fe-Co alloys are used for soft magnetic materials be-
cause they have low magnetic anisotropy and relatively
large magnetic moment per atom among various binary
alloys of 3d transition metals. These alloys are promis-
ing materials for ferromagnetic layers in the giant mag-
netoresistance (GMR) and the tunnel magnetoresistance
(TMR) devices which are applied for the magnetoresis-
tive heads and so on. Since the performances of such de-
vices are strongly affected by the transport properties of
magnetic materials, the spin-dependent transport prop-
erties are needed to study in the view of the quantum
transport theory.

The Slater-Pauling curve of Fe-Co alloys has the peak
when the Co concentration is about 30% [1]. These
alloys have the bcc-structure when the Co concentra-
tion is less than 75%, and are transformed into the fcc
or hcp-structures more than 75% [2]. There are a lot
of works on the electronic structures of Fe-Co alloys
based on ab-initio calculations, for instance Refs. 3, and
they are in fairly good agreement with experimental re-
sults. In the present work, an ab-inito calculation is per-
formed for the electronic structures and conductivities of
Fe100−xCox (x = 10, 20, ..., 70) bcc-based disordered al-
loys using a tight-binding (TB) linear muffin-tin orbital
(LMTO) method based on the local spin-density approx-
imation (LSDA) combined with the coherent potential
approximation (CPA) [4]. The conductivities of these
systems are estimated based on the Kubo-Greenwood for-
mula [5, 6] within the framework of the linear response
theory. We employ the method developed by Kudrnovský
and his co-workers for the actual calculation [4, 7, 8]. To
calculate the Green’s functions, we took δ = 0.5 mRy as
the infinitesimal damping constant δ. In this case, 105

k-points are needed to achieve the sufficient accuracy.

Figure 1 shows the calculated results and experimen-
tal data of the bulk Fe-Co alloys at low temperature (4.2
K) [9] as functions of Co concentration x. In the experi-
mental curve of this data, the resistivity of Fe-Co alloys
exhibits a peak around x = 20. The calculated results
show quantitative correspondence with this data. Note,

FIG. 1: Electrical resistivities of Fe100−xCox alloys as func-
tions of Co concentration x. The open circles indicate the
calculated results and closed circles experimental data.

however, that the additional resistivity due to δ is found
to be around 2.0 µΩcm. Thus the precious results are
considerably smaller than the experiments in the whole
range of x, which is rather natural since in the present
work the effects such as impurities, defects and so on are
not taken into account.

We next show the spin-polarizations estimated from
the densities of the states (DOS) at the Fermi level (EF )
and the electrical conductivities as functions of Co con-
centration x in Fig. 2. With increasing x, the sign of the
spin-polarization estimated from the DOS (PD) changes
from positive to negative value around x = 25 and the
value increases for x > 25, while the spin-polarization
estimated from the conductivities (PC) exhibits positive
sign in the whole region of x. It seems that PD and
PC show opposite dependence on x. In fact, in the re-
gion of x > 40 the values of PD are still less than -50%,
while PC are over 80%. These results are inconsistent
with the Boltzmann transport phenomenalism that con-
ductivity is proportional to DOS, and these imply that
the usual way to estimate the spin-polarization such as
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FIG. 2: Spin-polarization of the DOS at EF (closed circles)
and the conductivities (open circles) of Fe100−xCox alloys as
functions of Co concentration x respectively.

the magnetoresistive ratio of GMR and TMR devises
from PD needs to be reconsidered. The results remind
us that most electrons at EF do not necessarily behave
equally as conductive particles, because of the difference
of the mobility depending on the state electrons belong
to. Although most of the DOS at EF are occupied
by heavy d-electrons, the electrical conduction is dom-
inated by light s-electrons. Therefore we have to discuss
the spin-dependent transport phenomena by considering
both DOS and conductivity which depend strongly on
the electronic band structures.

In order to investigate the relationship between the
electronic structure and transport property of a ferro-
magnet, we show the energy dependence of the spin-
dependent conductivities evaluated based upon the rigid
band scheme together with the DOS of Fe50Co50 alloy
in Fig. 3 (a) and their spin-polarizations in Fig. 3
(b). Fe50Co50 is highly favorable material in the field
of spin-electronics and actively applied for the ferromag-
netic layer of magnetoresistive head. We can understand,
from the behavior of the spin-dependent conductivities,
that the decrease of the PC in the low Co concentration
region in Fig. 2 is associated with the rapid decrease of
the conductivity of the majority spin electrons below EF

as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Furthermore, it can be considered
that much different feature of the energy dependence of
the DOS and the conductivities in Fig. 3 (a) are closely
related to the opposite behavior in Fig. 3 (b) as well as
the Co concentration dependence in Fig. 2. Particularly,
paying attention to the energy region above EF , the con-
ductivities of the majority spin electrons grow steeply in
spite of their small DOS’s, while those of the minority
spin electrons having large DOS exhibit much smaller
values than those of the majority spin electrons. As a
result, PC reaches closely to 90% when one-electron en-
ergy shifts to higher side. Therefore, it is naturally sup-
posed that, in the present case, the d-electrons dominat-

FIG. 3: (a) Spin-dependent DOS (dashed lines) and conduc-
tivities (solid lines) of Fe50Co50 alloy as a function of one-
electron energy E − EF respectively. (b) Spin-polarizations
of DOS (dashed line) and conductivities (solid line).

ing most part of the DOS make few contributions to the
electrical conduction, whereas the s-electrons contribute
much. However, there is also no remarkable relationship
between the DOS of s-states and the conductivities, so
the main factor for the conductivities other than the DOS
of s-states must be considered.

Generally, the dominant factors of electrical conduc-
tivity are the velocity and the lifetime of electrons. In
the present work, the lifetime can be easily estimated
from the inverse of the imaginary part of the coherent
potential functions {Im P }−1 which is proportional to
the imaginary part of the self-energy describing scatter-
ing probability due to random alloy disorder. Figure 4
shows the inverse of the imaginary part of the coher-
ent potential functions {Im P }−1 of d-electrons for each
spin state and the spin-polarization (Pτ ) estimated from
these values as a function of one-electron energy relative
to EF . The Pτ of d-electrons exhibits abrupt increase
just below EF and keeps high level, which implies that
the scattering probability of the minority spin electrons
is much higher than that of the majority spin electrons
at EF . Looking at the energy dependence of PC again
in Fig. 3 (b), one can notice that the behavior of PC is
closely similar to that of the Pτ of d-electrons. We have
confirmed that the Pτ of s-electrons are much smaller
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FIG. 4: The inverse of the imaginary part of the coherent
potential functions {Im P }−1 on the d-states of Fe50Co50

alloy for majority and minority spin (dashed lines) and the
degree of their spin-polarization (solid line) as a function of
one-electron energy E − EF respectively.

than that of d-electrons and behave as almost flat curve,
much different from the Pτ of d-electrons. From above
results, we consider that the s-electrons having main con-
tribution to the conduction undergo strong hybridization
with d-states and then the lifetime not only of d-electrons
but also of s-electrons are governed mainly by the scatter-
ing probability of d-electrons. This leads to the situation
that PC exhibits similar behavior to the Pτ of d-electrons
even though the major carrier is s-electrons. Therefore
s-electrons with high mobility are much influenced by
this scattering factor. In other words, the large DOS of
d-states in the minority spin states have an effect to dis-
turb the conduction of s-electrons through s-d scattering,
while the s-electrons in the majority spin states can con-
duct with less scattering effect. This is one of the reasons
that the spin-polarization of the conductivities becomes
too large.

The spin-polarization of Fe50Co50 reaches 86% in the
present work and this result is close to the experimental
estimation from the measurement of the current perpen-
dicular to plane magnetoresistance (CPP-MR) analyzed
by the two current model [10, 11]. It is reported that the
spin-polarization of CoFe becomes about 85±10%. The-
oretically, the spin-polarizations of 3d transition metals
were estimated by Bahramy, et al. [12] and Zhu, et al.

[13] based on the equation formulated by Mazin [14]. The
average of the group velocities estimated from the spin-
dependent dispersions of the majority spin states is larger
than that of the minority spin in their works and they
obtained the spin-polarizations of positive sign as well as
our result.

In this work, TB-LMTO combined with CPA is per-
formed to calculate the electronic structures on Fe-Co

systems. The electrical conductivities are calculated
based on the Kubo-Greenwood formula and the tech-
nique developed by Kudrnovský and his co-workers.
The results of the electrical resistivity are quantitatively
agreeable with the experimental data at low temperature.
The spin-polarizations estimated from the DOS at EF

and from the conductivities exhibit quite different behav-
ior as functions of Co concentration, because conductiv-
ity is mainly dominated by s-electrons although DOS are
almost occupied by d-electrons. In the case of Fe50Co50,
the s-electrons having majority spin can conduct with
less scattering processes, while those in the minority spin
states undergo strong s-d scattering due to the large DOS
and the short lifetime of d-electrons. This causes a re-
markable difference between the spin-polarizations of the
DOS at EF (-73%) and the conductivity (86%).
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